Envisioning the loop movements and rotation of the two subdomains of dihydrofolate reductase by elastic normal mode analysis.
Normal mode analysis, using the elastic network model, has been employed to envision the low frequency normal mode motion trends in the structures of five intermediates and a transition state in the kinetic pathway of E. coli dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR). Five of the reaction pathway analog structures and a crystal structure resembling the transition state, using X-ray analyses determined by Kraut et al., have been adapted as structural models. The motions that poise pathways of the M20 loop transitions from closed to occluded conformations and sub domain rotation to close the substrate cleft, have been predicted and envisioned for the first time by this study. Pathway entries to the movement of the substrate binding cleft helices are also envisioned. These motions play roles in transition structure stabilization and in regulating the release of the product tetrahydrofolate (THF). The motions observed push the ground state conformation of each intermediate towards a higher energy sub state conformation. A set of conserved residues involved in the catalytic reactions and conformational changes, previously studied by kinetic, theoretical and NMR, have been analyzed. The importance of these motions in terms of protein dynamics are revealed and envisioned by the normal mode analysis. Additional residues are proposed as candidates for further study of their potential promotional function.